
The Blow-Out Soft-Tissue Verdict from 2013

4939 - Truck Negligence - Following an odd interstate crash involving a trucker, the plaintiff

complained of disabling soft-tissue symptoms – the award of pain and suffering was $650,000

Windsor v. Schugel Trucking, 10-973

Plaintiff: James A. Harris, Jr., Paducah

Defense: James A. Sigler, Whitlow Roberts Houston & Straub, Paducah

Verdict: $774,237 for plaintiff less 10% comparative fault

Court: McCracken, J. Kaltenbach, 

1-24-13

    Jennifer Windsor, then age 25 and a restaurant server, traveled on I-24 near the Reidland exit.  Ahead of

her on the interstate was Michael Jones.  He was driving a tractor-trailer for Schugel Trucking.  A strange

collision would follow.

    Just as Windsor was passing the slower-moving Jones, he moved to the left lane to pass another

trucker.  Windsor reacted as best she could and passed him on the shoulder of the left median.  As she

reentered the highway (after passing Jones who had encroached her lane), she hit the brakes.  A moment

later she was rear-ended by Jones.  It was a moderate impact.

    Jones had a different memory of how it happened.  That is as he made a safe pass of the other trucker,

Windsor suddenly made a radical pass at high speed on the left median.  The impact then occurred when

she suddenly slammed on the brakes.  The two versions of how the collision happened could not have

been more different.

    However it happened there was a crash and Windsor has since treated for chronic whiplash symptoms. 

Her care has included treatment at the ER, with a chiropractor, two neurosurgeons and two pain

management doctors.  The majority of care was administered by Dr. Riley Love, Pain Management, who

has utilized facet joint injections, trigger point injections and occipital blocks.

    Windsor’s medical bills were $114,237 and lost wages totaled $10,000.  She claimed $200,000 for past

suffering and $550,000 more for in the future.  In this lawsuit she blamed Jones for encroaching her lane

and setting off this chain of events.  Her accident expert was Kenneth Agent, Lexington.  She also relied

on David Dorrity, a truck safety expert.

    There was an interesting motion in limine.  Windsor sought to exclude proof that she was convicted of

shoplifting just one week before trial – the court permitted the defense to ask if she pled to the theft, but

not to introduce proof surrounding it.

    Jones and the trucking firm first defended on fault and cited his version of the crash.  A defense

accident expert was Vince Sayre, Lexington.  Schugel Trucking also diminished the claimed injury.

    This case was tried for three days in Paducah.  The jury’s verdict was mixed on fault.  It was assessed

90% to the defendant and the remainder to Windsor.  Then to damages Windsor took her medicals and

lost wages as claimed.  Past suffering was $100,000, Windsor taking $550,000 more as claimed for in the

future.  The raw verdict totaled $774,237.  A consistent judgment less comparative fault and PIP was

entered for Windsor in the sum of $686,613.


